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Similar to land, ocean warming is uneven 
(Belkin 2009)
• MAB waters warming at twice the global avg
• Driven in part by Atlantic Multidecadal

Oscillation (AMO)
• Many species affected, poleward shifts 

observed

Regional Ocean Warming in the MAB

USGS 2014

Clark Labs 2015



Focus on summer flounder fishery, prosecuted in Mid-Atlantic 
coastal waters (US). Species has moved north in response to 
warming (and rebuilding). Resulting management challenges

Primary
The economic and biological consequences of climate change, 
environmental shocks to fisheries and other exploited natural 
resources are strongly dependent on institutional context, scale; 
cannot be divorced (seems obvious)

Secondary
Devolution/decentralization of decision-making authority undermines 
ability to adapt to large-scale environmental change

This work



Management: ASMFC, MAFMC, NMFS

Commercial/recreational: 60/40%

Recreational: top 10 (participation) in US
• State-level RHLs in 2001, based on 1998 

estimates (highly controversial)
• “Conservation equivalency”: bag and size limits, 

season closures
• NY, NJ account for >50% of RHL, >60% of 

mortality since 2001
• Shift to regional management in 2015, revised for 

2016

Southern extent 

Summer flounder fishery



Commercial: Most valuable flatfish in east US
• ~$30M ex-vessel per year
• State commercial quotas based on 1980-1989 
• NC, VA hold nearly 50% of allocation (9 states 

participate in significant manner) 
• States given broad authority to manage fleets
• Size, season limits, TEDs and other gear 

requirements
• Catch assignment based on port of landing
• No trading between states (limited exceptions)

Southern extent 

Summer flounder fishery



Climate change and summer 
flounder
• Rapid warming in (MAB) correlated with 

pole-ward migration
• COB: VA  NJ over last 40 years 

(survey trawls, Pinsky & Fogarty 2012)
• Possible changes to inshore/offshore 

distribution
• Rebuilding vs. warming—mechanistic 

understanding still lacking

Summer flounder fishery

Pinsky and Fogarty
Climate Change Letters (2012)



Recreational fishery

Recreational:

Significant differences in 
regulations between states

NY In particular often exceeds 
RHL, NC doesn’t come close

Reliance on addendum process 
to avoid punitive action



Commercial fishery

Data
• VTR reports 1998-2013, matched with vessel information
• Focus on trips reporting summer flounder catch or discard
• ~336,000 trip reports after removing problematic data (<1%)

SST measures from NOAA monitoring of MAB locations
• Annual temperature anomalies from 1960-1990 average

Spatially-explicit, age-structured stock estimates (eventually)
• Estimates not yet complete from (part of broader project)

As a result, presenting back-of-envelope analysis today (cannot 
account for effects of rebuilding vs. temp change)



Commercial fishery



Commercial fishery

Fishery overall has seen a reduction in average trip duration, 
steam distance
• Especially true of trips originating in New Jersey (~16%)

Trips originating in NC, VA are very different

NC, VA All others
Trips 19,352 316,334

Vessel length (ft) 66 52
Gross tons 95 52
Catch/trip 4,319 405

$$ 6,219 595
Duration (hours) 94 21



Commercial fishery

Back of the envelop analysis of economic costs of restrictions
• Difficult because of differences in fleet characteristics
• Assume that in absence of landing restrictions for state allocations, 

NC and VA vessels would fish and land further north
• Reduction in costs result from reduced time steaming north/south
• Other time related costs not considered

Regress steam distance, trip duration on temperature anomaly
• Control for year (rough control on rebuilding)
• Assume $69/hour steam (Jin 2009; Gentner et al. 2010)



Commercial fishery

Steam distance strongly dependent on temperature anomaly for 
NC, VA
• +1*C: 125 nautical miles, 18 hours additional steaming for NC + VA
• Significant but small reduction in steaming distance, hours for other 

states’ fleets

Approximately $1240 additional cost/trip
• Inappropriate to extrapolate to cost/year at this point
• Does not account for any adjustment in short or long term



Commercial fishery

Related to work on efficiency losses associated with quota 
trading restrictions (Kroetz, Sanchirico, Lew 2015)
• Restrictions have second-order effects on efficciency – affect ability 

to respond to environmental variability 
• Potentially compounded if restrictions affect vessel size, species 

targeted, etc.

Management backdrop: Significant resistance to reallocation
• Processing sector
• Questions re: permanence—suggests biophysical, ecological 

mechanisms have significant policy relevance (has often been 
glossed over in stock assessment process)

• Broader issues with management structure…
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SF, Scup, 
BSB FMP

Highly collaborative (if not completely 
representative), however… 

Recent developments
• Amendment process underway
• June, 2016, meeting of NEFMC – vote 

for joint management

Management complexity



Fixed allocations are difficult 
• Not conducive to ARM if non-transferable and assigned at a high 

resolution (spatial, temporal, across sectors)
• No space for new stakeholders at the management table
• Time to do away? Easing transfer restrictions (between states and rec 

/commercial) may be a good first step; indicator-based allocations

Clear tension between being representative, deliberative and 
ability to take decisive action
• Adaptation teams within councils—ability to bypass regular order?
• Possibly pilot in councils with traditionally-better industry relations

Improving ARM for fisheries: Management 



Broader issue: movement toward 
CBNRM, etc. (decentralization)

From USAID: 

“Decisions should be made at the 
lowest or smallest level that can 
effectively deal with the problem”

But new management challenges 
emerge; existing ones change in 
scale and scope
• US / Fed vs. EU / ECB

Possibly undermine ability to deal 
with “wicked” problems

Management complexity



Thank you!

Research supported by National and Virginia 
Sea Grant funds
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